The Alternative Stage is the smallest of the GNO’s two stages at the SNFCC. Featuring telescopic (retractable) seating, state-of-the-art theatrical mechanisms and a spacious scene, this stage will host a more adventurous artistic program, with avant-garde performances, musicals and daring installations.

Its smart design makes it an ideal multi-purpose hall, that can accommodate all kinds of events. The shape of the Alternative stage is rectangular and is enclosed by two rows of balconies. The curved wooden veneer (American cherry tree) that covers the room wall to wall, offers unparalleled acoustics.
Alternative Stage, GNO

**Ideal for**

- Meetings
- Workshops & presentations
- Small conferences
- Press conferences
- Lectures
- Seminars
- Team building & incentive events
- Book presentations
- Award ceremonies
- Product & service launch events
- Concerts
- Graduation ceremonies
- Cultural activities
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Key dimensions

- Space: 510m²
- Max Capacity: 400 persons (280 seats)

Features/Amenities

- Titling system
- Assistive listening system
- Production lighting system
- Wireless and hardwired mic system
- A/V outlets

Licensing

- No smoking policy – smoking allowed outdoors
- Music requires SNFCC’s approval
- Video and photography for commercial use requires special permit
Alternative Stage, GNO
Theater style
Capacity: 192
Alternative Stage, GNO

Cabaret style

Capacity: 105
Alternative Stage, GNO
Banquet style
Capacity: 224
Alternative Stage, GNO
Boardroom style
Capacity: 84
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U-shaped style

Capacity: 61